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Outline
 Understanding education research helps to

– Inform better decisions
– Develop better theory of teaching and learning

 Research can’t tell teachers what to do, but 
defines the elements of great teaching

 Professional learning needs support, time, 
expertise, etc (just like other learning)

 ‘What works’ may not work, so we still need to 
monitor and evaluate

 This requires some expertise in assessment, 
lesson observation, evaluation, etc
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Some relevant research
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Impact vs cost
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Principles of Instruction (Rosenshine, 2010)

1. Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning
2. Present new material in small steps, with student 

practice after each step
3. Ask a large number of questions and check the 

responses of all students
4. Provide models for problem solving and worked 

examples
5. Guide student practice and rehearsal
6. Check for student understanding
7. Obtain a high success rate (80%)
8. Provide scaffolds for difficult tasks
9. Require and monitor independent practice
10. Engage students in weekly and monthly review
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What matters is the why, 
not the headline
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Professional reading
http://cem.org/blog/what-is-worth-reading-for-teachers-interested-in-
research

Reports (online & free)
– Effective pedagogy (6)
– Impact of interventions (3)
– How learning happens (8)
– Teachers’ PD (2)
– School improvement and 

leadership (3)
Books (8)
Blogs (10)
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Further reading lists

 Tom Sherrington (@Teacherhead)
– https://teacherhead.com/2017/06/03/teaching-and-learning-

research-summaries-a-collection-for-easy-access/
 Harry Fletcher-Wood (@HFletcherWood)

– https://improvingteaching.co.uk/2017/06/04/a-reading-list-
learning-teaching-professional-development/

 Nick Rose (@Nick_J_Rose)
– https://www.tes.com/news/tes-magazine/tes-magazine/are-

these-7-pillars-classroom-practice?amp
 Paul Kirschner (@P_A_Kirschner)

– https://3starlearningexperiences.wordpress.com/2017/02/28
/seminal-papers-in-educational-psychology/
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Starter pack: 
50 pages 
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Update to ‘What Makes 
Great Teaching?’
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The challenge
To develop a list of teacher abilities (skill, 
knowledge, competence, behaviour, attitude, 
etc) whose elements

a) Include everything you might want to use to 
evaluate or improve teaching quality (eg for 
recruitment, retention, performance 
management, professional development, etc)

b) Are supported by evidence and theory as related 
to learner outcomes

c) Are well-defined and observable
d) Can be learnt/improved
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Elements of Great Teaching (1)

1. Curriculum-related content knowledge
– Deep subject knowledge

• Fluency and depth of knowledge and understanding

– Knowledge of curriculum tasks and activities
• Tasks and their diagnostic & didactic potential; 

assessment activities; prerequisites and curriculum 
sequencing

– Knowledge of student thinking
• Student strategies; misconceptions; sticking points

– Broad instructional repertoire
• Knowledge of varied explanations and multiple 

representations
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2. Cognitive activation
– Presentation of new material

• Clear presentation; engage; manage CL; modelling 

– Use of challenging tasks and questions
• Higher-order qns; elaborative-interrogation; desirable diffs

– Getting feedback for teaching (responsive teaching)
• Elicit student thinking (all students); respond to it

– Guiding learning
• Scaffolding (just enough); challenge, support and pace

– Embedding learning securely
• Reviewing repeatedly (spacing); repeated practice

– Helping students manage/regulate/monitor learning
• Metacognition; goals; feedback
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Elements of Great Teaching (2)



3. Classroom management
– Classroom efficiency

• Manage time & resources; transitions; clear instructions

– Rules and routines
• Rules, expectations and consequences clear and applied

– Managing disruption
• Preventing, anticipating & responding

– Classroom awareness
• Withitness; signalling; responsiveness
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Elements of Great Teaching (3)



4. Classroom culture and relationships
– Personal relationships

• Trust and challenge; care, concern, respect, empathy

– Classroom learning culture
• High expectations; OK to fail; adaptive attributions

– Lived values
• Enthusiasm; respect for diversity; support for autonomy
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Elements of Great Teaching (4)



5. Teacher knowledge about education
– Pedagogic principles

• ‘Explicit Instruction’; phonics & vocabulary; deliberate 
practice

– Theory of learning (cognitive psychology)
• CLT, Desirable Difficulties, testing effect

– Assessment
• Purposes, precision, common threats

– Knowledge of education research
• Eg class size, ADHD, ASD, cognitive bias

– Knowledge of school organisation/policy
• Policies; legal reqs; governance
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Elements of Great Teaching (5)



6. Teacher professionalism
– Supporting colleagues
– Commitment to constant improvement
– Relationships with stakeholders
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Elements of Great Teaching (6)
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Changing practice
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Some pitfalls of professional 
learning
1. Don’t spend time trying to learn something 

that will make no difference
2. Don’t assume that teachers are

somehow different when it
comes to learning

3. Don’t underestimate the 
importance of trust

4. Don’t expect genuine 
change to be quick
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1. Learn something that 
matters
 Understand and use the research about what 

teacher practice/knowledge/belief makes a 
difference to student learning

 Choose based on current context and skill 
levels

 Be very clear about the mechanism that links 
(teacher) learning aims to (student) learning 
gains
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2. Teachers are just like 
normal people

You’re a teacher. 
You know how to help 
people learn hard stuff. 
Do that.
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All good learning & teaching …
 Takes you from where you are at
 Is clear what success looks like
 Creates challenging expectations
 Assesses and feeds back on the gap
 Requires exposition and guidance from an 

expert
 Requires a coaching & mentoring role
 Benefits from peer support
 Requires trust: ‘OK to fail’
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3. Trust
“willingness to be 
vulnerable to another 
party based on the 
confidence that the latter 
party is 
(a) benevolent, 
(b) reliable, 
(c) competent, 
(d) honest, and 
(e) open” 
(Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2000)
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4. You have to work at it

 Deliberate practice
– Challenge 
– Specific goals
– Focus on sub-tasks
– Feedback
– Mental representations
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Has any of this worked?
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The #1 fact about ‘what works’:

It doesn’t always work
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Even if you follow the 
evidence, it may not work, so

 Monitor
– Routine, on-going, real-time collection of data
– Analysis and evaluation to see what seems to be 

working 
– Feedback into processes

 Evaluate
– For interventions, changes, investments
– Is the impact worth the cost?
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Lesson observation:
It’s harder than 
you think
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How good do you think your 
assessment is?



 Assessment 
must be
– Informative
– Accurate
– Independent
– Generalisable
– Replicable
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http://www.cem.org/blog/but-that-is-not-an-assessment/



33https://evidencebased.education/assessment-academy/
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So what would I do?
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June 2013: Four steps to 
improvement
 Think hard about 

learning
 Invest in effective 

professional 
development

 Evaluate teaching 
quality

 Evaluate impact of 
changes



My best ideas now …

1. Build capacity
• Expertise in teaching, teacher training, use of evidence, 

evaluation, assessment , etc
• “Pyramids of expertise”
• Align incentives

2. Better evaluation
• Local, real-time, context-specific
• More critical approach to policy

3. Better evidence
• Robust impact evaluation of programmes, practices
• Better synthesis
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Summary
 Understanding the research helps to

– Inform better decisions
– Develop better theory of teaching and learning
Research can’t tell you what to do, but defines 
the elements of great teaching

 Professional learning needs support, time, 
expertise, etc (just like other learning)

 ‘What works’ may not work, so monitor and 
evaluate. This requires some expertise in 
assessment, lesson observation, evaluation, etc

 System-wide, we need better expertise, better 
evaluation, better evidence
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